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A NOTE ON COUNTABLY SUBPARACOMPACT SPACES

THOMAS R. KRAMER

It is the purpose of this paper to characterize countably
subparacompact spaces in a number of ways and to point out
similarities in the pathologies of countably subparacompact
spaces and normal spaces. It will be shown inter alia, that
a space is countably subparacompact if and only if it is coun-
tably (7-paracompact, and also if and only if it is countably
metacompact and subnormal. The well known product of
ordinal spaces, W X W*9 is shown to be not countably subpara-
compact, despite the fact that W* is compact and W is coun-
tably subparacompact and normal.

l Introduction* Countably subparacompact spaces were first
defined in the literature by R. E. Hodel in [3] as follows: a topological
space is countably subparacompact iff every countable open cover of
it has a σ-discrete closed refinement. The concept had been briefly-
studied in an earlier paper [7] by M. Mansfield. He showed that in
normal spaces, countable subparacompactness is equivalent to countable
metacompactness. Recall that a space is countably metacompact iff
every countable open cover of it has a point finite open refinement.
The following result of Hodel in the work cited above extended Mans-
field's theorem: every countably subparacompact space is countably
metacompact. A number of further results were developed indepen-
dently by the author [6] and M. K. Singal and P. Jain [8].

We shall use the following conventions. The end of a proof is
denoted by Π> the positive integers by N, and implication by ==>.
"Iff" means "if and only if . X and Y are always topological spaces.

2* Characterizations of countably subparacompact spaces*

THEOREM 2.1. The following are equivalent.
(a) Every countable open cover of X has a σ-dίscrete closed refine-

ment (i.e., X is countably subparacompact).
(b) Every countable open cover of X has a σ-locally finite closed

refinement.
(c) Every countable open cover of X has a σ-closure preserving

closed refinement.
(d) Every countable open cover of X has a countable closed

refinement.

In [8] Singal and Jain give this theorem with only parts (a)—(c),
and the proof offered is consequently somewhat intricate. The inclusion
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of part (d) simplifies matters.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a) =* (b), (b) => (c), and (d) =* (a) are
obvious. To see (c) ==> (d), suppose {Un:neN} is a countable open
cover of X with {Fma: ae Am, me N} as a σ-closure preserving closed
refinement ({Fma: a e Am) is a closure-preserving collection of closed
sets for each m e N). Then letting Gmn = U {**««: a e Am, Fma c Un}9

it is clear that ^ = {GOT%: m, neN} is the required countable closed
refinement. •

In D. K. Burke's paper [1, p. 655] it was shown that cr-paracom-
pactness (a definition introduced by Arhangelskii) is equivalent to
subparacompactness. It is the case that if we define countable σ-
paracompactness in the obvious way, the analogous theorem is true.

DEFINITION 2.2. X is countably σ-paracornpact iff given a countable
open cover ^ of X, there is a sequence {^»} of open covers of X
such that given xe X, there are neN and Ue^f with st(x, %Sn) c U.

THEOREM 2.3. X is countably subparacompact iff X is countably
σ-paracompact.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. "=>" Let ^ be a countable open cover
of X with countable closed refinement {Fn: ne N}. For each neN
let Un be an element of ^ with FnaUn and let ^ n = {Un, X-Fn}.
Then given xe X there is ne N with xe Fncz st(x, ^n) = Un.

"<=" Let ^ = {Un: ne N} be a countable open cover of countably
σ-paracompact space X. Let {^m} be a sequence of open covers of
X such that given xe X there are Une^ and me N with s£(#, ̂ m ) c
Ϊ7Λ. We construct a countable closed refinement of ^/ as follows.

Let F m w = {xe X: st(x, ^ J c Z7%}. Then {Fmn: m, ne N} is a coun-
table closed refinement of ^ .

( i ) Each Fmn is contained in some element of ^ : clearly Fmn c C7M.
(ii) {Fmn: m,neN} covers X: Given xeX, there are m and n

such that s£(#, ̂ J c £4, soίue F w ί l .
(iii) Each Fmn is closed: To show X — Fmn is open, let y e X —

F m w . Then s%, ^ J ς£ t/*, so there is a Ue%Sm with $/e £7, but Z7 ςz!
J7n. Then U is an open neighborhood of y not intersecting Fmn, for;
if zeFmn and ze {7, then UaUn, which is not the case. •

It is known, as previously mentioned, that countable subparacom-
pactness and countable metacompactness are equivalent in normal
spaces. The question arises, can we weaken normality and still get
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equivalence? We find an affirmative answer, and, in fact, arrive at
another characterization of countably subparacompact spaces, by defin-
ing subnormality as follows.

DEFINITION 2.4. X is subnormal iff every finite open cover of
X has a countable closed refinement.

To see that every normal space is subnormal, recall that X is
normal iff every finite open cover of X has a finite closed refinement.
Fortuitously, every countably subparacompact space is also subnormal,
as may be seen from Theorem 2.1(d). We may now state:

THEOREM 2.5. X is countably subparacompact iff X is countably
metacompact and subnormal.

Proof of Theorem 2.5 requires the use of a characterization of
countably metacompact spaces due to F. Ishikawa [4]. That is, X
is countably metacompact iff given a decreasing sequence {Hn} of
closed subsets of X such that Γ\{Hn}= 0 , there is a decreasing
sequence {Vn} of open sets in X such that Hn c Vn for all n e N and
Π{Vn}= 0.

Proof of Theorem 2.5.1 "=>" This follows directly from the
cited result of Hodel and a remark following Definition 2.4.

"<=" Let ^/ — {Un: n e N} be a countable open cover of X. We
shall construct a countable closed refinement J^ of ^ . For each
ne N set Hn = X — \J*=1Uj. Then {Hn} is a decreasing sequence of
closed subsets of X such that Π {Hn} — 0 . By Ishikawa's result
there is thus a decreasing sequence {Vn} of open sets in X such that
Hn c Vn for all ne N and Π {Vn} = 0 .

For each n, it is easily seen that {Ulf •••, Un, Vn] is a finite open
cover of X (if x& IJ^Uj, then by construction xe Hn, soίi e F , since
Hn c Vn). As X is subnormal, we may let J ^ ' be a countable closed
refinement of that cover.

Set JK = {FΠ (X- Vn): FejKΊ and j r = {JneNjr. Then
is the required refinement, for:

( i ) ^ is clearly a countable collection of closed sets in X.

(ii) Each element of ^ is contained in some element of <%S\

1 This proof is due to Phillip Zenor. The original was inelegant.
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If F e ^ then F e ^ f t for some neN. Thus F is contained in
X — Vn and in some element of {Ul9 •••, Un, Vn).

Clearly F cannot be contained in F^, so F is contained in one of

{E7ί, •••, Un).

(iii) ^ covers X: Let x e X. Pick n so that x g F Λ . There
is an element F of ^ ' with xeF. Clearly xeFf] (X- Vn)e^ •

3* Pathology* We have seen that countable subparacompactness
is linked with normality via subnormality, which generalizes both.
We shall see now that the pathological behavior of countable subpara-
compactness is similar to that of normality in products, and hence
in inverse image theorems.

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let W be the well known space consisting of all
ordinals less than β, the first uncountable ordinal. Let W* be W U
{Ω}. Both W and TF* are given the order topology. W* is known to
be a compact T2 space and W a countably compact, normal T2 space.
We shall show W x W* is not subnormal (it has been known for some
time that W x W* is not normal). For a good presentation of "FT and
W*9 look up "ordinal examples" in the index of Greever's book [2].

Three facts about W and W* given in the next lemma will be
needed. An outline of the proof of this lemma is given in [5, Pro-
blem 4E].

LEMMA 3.2. (a) // A is a countable subset of W, then sup (A)
exists and belongs to W.

(b) If xe W* and x > 1, then {(a, x]: a < x} is a fundamental
system of open neighborhoods of x. {1} is itself an open set in W*.

(c) // {xn} and {yn} are sequences in W such that xn ^ yn ^ xn+1

for all neN, then there is an element z of W such that {xn} and {yn}
both converge to z.

Verification that W x W* is not subnormal:
Let H = {(x, Ω): x e W} and K = {{x, x): x e W}. H and K are dis-

joint closed sets in W x W*, so {{W x W*) - H, (W x W*) - K) is an
open cover of W x W*. Suppose, as is false, that there is a countable
closed refinement .^fί of this cover. Call the elements of ^/έ Fn if
they intersect H and Gn if they do not intersect H.

For each x > 1 in W and each neN, (x, Ω) g Gn, so there are znx

and ynx such that both are in W and (znx, x] x (ynx, Ω] ΓΊ Gn = 0 . If
x = 1, there is ynz such that {1} x (ynx, Ω] Π Gn = 0 .
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Let yx = sup{ynx: neN}. Then {(x, y): ye W*, y>yx} is disjoint
from Gn for all neN and nonempty because yxe W by 3.2(a).

Assertion. For some n0 e N, given a; e W there are w and y in
W with x < w < y and (w, 7/) e FnQ.

Proof of the Assertion. Suppose it were false, then for each n,
there would be an xn in W such that (w, y) £ Fn whenever xn < w < y.
We could then let x0 = sup{#%: neN) and pick τ/0 > yXQ in W. The
point (x0, y0) would belong to no Fn or Gn, an impossibility.

Construct a sequence {(α?n, yn)} in (IF x TΓ) ΓΊ -F*o as follows. Let
(xl9 yx) be any point in (W x W) f] Fno with ^ > xx. In general, pick
(Xn+i, Vn+i) in (TΓxWOΠ-Pno with v» < xn+i < Vn+i- The assertion
assures us we can do this.

Then {xn} and {yn} are sequences in W such that xn^yn ^ aWi
for all neN. By 3.2(c) there is ze W such that {#J and {yn} con-
verge to «. Thus (z, z) is a limit point of Fno, implying (2, z) e Fno.
Hence Kf] Fn^Φ 0 , a contradiction. •

Example 3.1 shows that Theorem 3.3 of Singal and Jain [8] is
false; i.e., it is not true that if / : X-+Y is a closed, continuous
mapping from a regular space X onto a countably subparacompact
space Y such that f~\y) is compact for each ye Y, then X is coun-
tably subparacompact. The mistake in their proof lies in the next-
to-last sentence, which is untrue.

A number of product and inverse image theorems for countably
subparacompact spaces are given in [6].
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